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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management analysis, Morningstar, Inc., Financial Communications © 2016. All rights reserved. Used with permission.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Hypothetical value of $1 invested at the beginning of 1950. Assumes reinvestment of income and no 
transaction costs or taxes. This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.        
Small-cap stocks in this example are represented by the Ibbotson® Small Company Stock Index. Large-cap stocks are represented by the Standard & 
Poor’s 90® index from 1950 through February 1957 and the S&P 500 index thereafter, which is an unmanaged group of securities and considered to be 
representative of the U.S. stock market in general. Government bonds are represented by the 20-year U.S. government bond, Treasury bills by the 30-day 
U.S. Treasury bill, and inflation by the Consumer Price Index. Underlying data is from the Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation® (SBBI®) Yearbook, by Roger G. 
Ibbotson and Rex Sinquefield, updated annually. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
Government Bonds and Treasury Bills are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United States government as to the timely payment of principal 
and interest, while stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile than the other asset classes. Small-capitalization stocks typically carry more 
risk than stock funds investing in well-established “blue-chip” companies since smaller companies generally have a higher risk of failure. Historically, 
smaller companies’ stock has experienced a greater degree of market volatility than the average stock. 
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Small Cap Stocks
$4,227

Large Cap Stocks
$1,116

Government Bonds
$49

Corporate Bonds
$60

60/40 Portfolio
(60% Large Cap 
and 40% Corp. Bond)
$450

Treasury Bills
$16
Inflation
$10

RISK AVERSE

Cash may not be an  
effective long-term solution.


